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FINAl. REPORT Ol\f SUTTON COLDFIELD TELEVISION .AERIAL 

1. ~~ary 

This repcrtdescribes the progress made in thede~elopment of the 
Sutton Coldfield Television aerial since the iszue of the previous interim 
report NO .. E.032/2 in June, 1949. 

A number ef minor modifications to the mechanical design were carried 
out by the Aerial O.ontractor (:Marconi' s Wireless 'l'elegraph Co .Ltd.) ~fter 
the power tests at Chelmsford in March 1949, snd the aeri8.1. subsequently 
erected and re-adjusted at Sutton Goldfield. 

The electrical characteristics of the aerial and feeder system arc 
wi. thin the specification, and the generz.l performance is considered 
satisfaotory. 

2. Introduction 

Three earlier reports have been issued describing the development work 
. on the Sutton Ooldfield Television aerial (No.E.032 Serial No.1947/.36, 
No.E.034/2 Serial No.1948/36 and No .. E·.032/2 Serial No.194-9/24-). It is 
assumed that the reader is familiar with the contents of these earlier reports. 
AA addendum to Report No.E.0.32/2 described the work done in the final series 
of tests carried·out at the Aerial Contractor's works at Chelmsford in 
March, 194-9, to investigate the power llilndl~~gcapabilities of the aerial 
system. As a result of these tests, a number of minor modifications to the 
mechanioal design provc(1 necessary and were carried out by the Aerial 
Contractor. 

The aerial was then transferred to the Sutton Coldfield site arid . . 

re-assembled. The 'electrical characteristics were then checked jointly by 
the BBC and the Aerial Oontractor, at each stage of the assembly. The first 
stage occurred when the array had been completed up to the split drm. inputs; 
previous experience had indicated the type of minor re-adjustments required 
to obtain the desired admittsnce characteristic at this point •. 

I 

Check measurements at other points in the distribution and main feeders 
were' made as the installation proceeded. Finally, overall admittance 
characteristics of the aerial and feeder systems 'were measured at the 
appropriate transmitters. The mutual ir.terac~ion between sound and vision 
transmitters was also checked. 



It was ~e\'m frem previeus tests that some interactien between 
~d and visien signals weuld eccur, due to. facters asseciated with the 
diplexer seunp.';'visien cembining unit.. E',pecial filters had been designed 
end c~tructed by the .... 'l.erial Centracter to. eliminate any undesired effects 
which nd.ght result frem this cause. 

The interactien ,!as se smal1-;'hov.:ever, that it was censidered , , 
advisable to. carry eut subjective tests to decide whether residual eff~cts 
could be telerated~ 1~ a result ef these tests, described in Sectien ~7 
it was 'decided to. emit the additienal filters. 

-
3. Assembly ef the array. adjustments and admittance measurements 

3.1. Measurement technique 

A Waine-K ... rr bridge was used fer a&ri.i ttance measurements, the bridge _ 
being cennected to. the aerial system by means ef a flexible 'ceaxial cable. .., 
It is censidered that the accuracy of measurement was within + 1% which 
was adequate fer these tests. ,-

3.2. Admittance measureJllents at the split drum input 

It had been decided that it weuld be satisfactery to. cemplete the 
aerial installatien as far as the splj.t drum input flanges, and to. make 
the first adjustments based en measurements at this stage. This 
precedure had the censiderab),e advantage ef allewing tests to. be carried 
eut inside the diplexer chamber, which prcvided prctecticn frcm the weather. 
Only miner re~djustments were fcund necessary after assembly at the new 
site, and these, based en 'the previous tests during the develepment pericd, 
were quieldy made. , 

Fig.1 shows the final admi tt3nce charn.cteristic ef ea.ch sectien ef 
the array at the split drum inputs. Ccmparisen vv.ith the equivalent curves 
taken during the develcpment pericd shews that a slightly imprcved bandwidth 
has been cbtained. Furthermcre, the agreement between the curves cf the _ 
two. sectiens is particularly satisfying as these characteristics are .., 
cbtained with almest identical settings cf the adjustable elements. The 
final settings f~re as fcll01l.'s:-

Upper split Lewersplit 
drum qrum , , 

Stub Nc.l 

, 'it" ~I capacity insert 
2 

Stub Ne.2 
14ft inductance 1~711 

sectien ~Ef 

Stub Ne,.2 231." 231" 
capacity insert 2 2 
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The two seotions of the array are designated vdth.referenoe to 
the meohanioal arrangement of the system, in preferenoe to their former 
designation (North/South and East/wes,-G )" For purposes of oross . 
referenoe vdth earlier reports the upper split drum is that previously 
referred to as the East~Vest seotion. 

Fig.2 shows the admittance clmracteristic of eaoh section of the 
al~ray at the diplexer output flanges and ill~~trates the inversion effeot 
of the quadrature loop. 

Fig.3 shows the. admittance characteristic of the ~vo seotions of the 
array connected in push-push at the diplexer output flanges. The degree 
of equality between the characteristics of the individual sections of the 
aerial is oonfirmed by the flatness of the a&nittanoe charaoteristic over 
the frequenoy band, the SWR over the band 58 - 63 Mo/s being bett\?r 
than 0.98. 

3.3 .. Admittance measur,er,lents a.t the diplexer input 

No modifications to the diplexer had been inoorporated as ·aresult 
of the final tests at Chelmsforc.

1 
in spite of 'the faot that. its transfer 

charaoteristios were not sufficiently oonstant over the frequenoy band to 
meet the speoifioation. It had been agreed that as the available time to 
oarry out any modifications to the .diplexer was severely limited it would 
be preferable to inolude susoeptanoe compansation in the main vision feeder 
immediately before the diplcxer input# 

Fig.4, ourve 1, shows the aerial admittnrille oharaoteristio at the 
diplexer input flange, and ourve 2 illustrates the effect of transforming 
this ohara.oteristio to a point on the vision feeder one quarter wavelength 
nearer the transmitter, 

Referring to ourve 1, the adrflittance at the· diplexer input flange 
oonsists of a relatively flat oonduotanoe vdth a s~soeptanoe vexying 
linearly ,v1th frequenoy and passing through zero within the vision band. 
Curve 2, by virtt'e of the quarter wavelength inversion on the vision 
feeder is similar .in form, exoept tha~ the susceptanoe now ha? the 
opposite slope. A short-cirouited stub of the appropriate length and 
oharaoteristio impedance, conneoted in parallel w~th the feeder at this 
point, is adjusted to compensate for this susceptance slope, resulting in 
a more constant aClmi ttance characteristic. 

Fig.5 shows the admittance characteristic of the arr~ With the 
aerial and stub susceptances combined. The mutohing section includes a 
further adjustment, A variable capacity in parallel vvith the feeder at a 
point one~ighth wavelength nearer the diplexer enables the mean 



conductance of the array to be increased or decreased to facilitate the 
matching of the aerial to the'main feeder, this adjustment being 
relatively independent of the stub compensation. The variable capacity 
is incorporated ina right-angle junction box of the standard form and 
takes the form of a flat disc, the distance from the;: inner conductor 
being adjustable. It was found necessary to modify the arrangement 
originally provided to ensure that the added capacity remained constant 
over the frequency band, (a necessary condition to maintain a constant 
conductance at the stub position). 

" With these corrections incluc.1.ed, the standing. wave ratio at the 
junction with the main vertical feeder was not worse than 0 .. 975 over'the 
whole of the operating band~ 

'-:-, Sound and vision feeders 

h .• l. General c.1.escriptiop' 

The vision and sound feeders are identical in form and consist of 
coaxial copper conductors, the in:'1.cr diameter of the outer, being 5"" and 
the outer diameter of the inner being 2.13". Insulating pegs locate the 
latter co axially with the former and these are keyed to the 'inner conductor 
by means of ferrule inserts spaced ono foot apart, adjacent insulators 
being fixed at right-angles. The manufacturing tolerances of all 
components of the feeder system were consistent vdth the electrical require
ments, the overall standing wave ratio of the aerial and feeder system 
being specified to be better than 0.93 over the frequency band. 

"-

The vertical feeder run consists of 140' sections, each section 
being supported at its lowest point by a junction box bolted to the mast 
structure, the inner conc.1.uctor being supported by a conical insulator • 
.An expansion section is located immediately below'each junction box and 
rendered weatherproof by a rubber sleeve,. Specially designed junction' 
boxes are fitted in the feeder run to allow for a change in direction. 

The characteristic impedance of the feeder would be 51.5 ohms in the 
absence of insu:.ators; the latter , however, reduce the characteristic 
impedance to 51.I,ohms. 

Dry air is blown through the feeder continuously ,to prevent internal 
condensation, small bleeder holes being provided at the nominally sealed 
~nds, where conneotion is made tb ,the dipoles. 
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The feeders are assembled in 12' lengths, the ou·ter conductors being 
flanged at both ends, each flange contact face being recessed to house a 
rubber sealing washer capable of maintai::1ing an internal air pressure of 
30 Ibs. per sq. in .. ; the inner conductors 0.1·0. in'l:r~:connccted by double ... 
ended plugs, The first sections to be assembled,were the horizontal runs 
from the ~ransmitter enclosur0s to the base.of the mast, followed by the 
vertical run starting at ground level and worr: .... ng upwards. The mating of 
the feeders to the aerial finally took place at the diplexer input. 

4 .. 3. Electrical adjustm~ 

The overall adjustment of the feeders ccnsisted of el1m:inating the 
electrical disoontinuities at the anchor and l·ight-:~.rigle jui1.ction .. boxes, . 
8l1d at the expansion sections. These had bccndesigned 'with a slight 
excess of inductance to pennit final adjustments to be made by mGans of 
variable capacities. It is necessary to correct for these dis.continuities 
in order to avoid reflections which apgear as tI ghost iniages" 0 Moreover, 
it is necess~ for these corrections to be effective over the whole of the 
frequency band. 

The instrument used for obtai..'1.ir>.g tlie optimum adjustment Via::. .... 
"wo1:bulator", i.~. 3Il oscillator, thc frequency of which was swept cyclically 
over the band, the mouulus of the feeder input impedance being displayed on 
a cathode ray tube. The advantage of an instrument of this type is that 
the effect of a small adjustment on the impedance is vis~ble at once over 
~he Whole of the frequency band. 

Two instruments were used;; onc supplied by the J.erial Contractor and 
the other by the B.B.C. The latter had provision for expanding the 
vertical scale to improve the sensitivity to small chanees in impedance. 
Once' the optim'Llffi coudi t:'.on was achieved the inped8l1.ce was chocked using the 
W~~Kerr bridge. 

The feee.el' vms adjusted from th3 bottom of the mast, in stages of 
140'. Only one new discontinuity was introdu.ced at a time, namely.that due 
to the junction ';:,ox and associated expansion joint. A variable load was 
placed on the ~Geder at a point approximately 140' beyond the discontinuity, 
and both the load and the jQ'1.ct±on boxco~trol adjusted in' order to give the 
optimum perfonnanee. 

Finally the aerial load WD3 adjusted in the manner already described 
to match the, characteristic impedance of the feeder at both the sound'3Ild 
vision inputs. 
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5. Aerial and feeder input adoittances 

Fig.6 shows the input aClmittance 'of the v~sJ..on feeder with the aerial 
attached, measured at the output of the vestigial sideband filter using the 
bridge. The inductance and susceptance arc normalised with respect to 
49.3 O:lffiS, and show that the standing wave ratio is better than 0.965 over 
the whole of the qperating band. The mean conductance is controlled by . 
adjustments on the feeder adjacent to the vestit;ialsidcband filter output, 
and was lowered at a later stage to match the mean conductance of the 
vision transmitter dummy'load. 

Fig.7 shows the input admittance of the sound feeder with the aerial 
. attached measured at the sound transmitter, tho conditions of measurement 
being the same as those for the vision feeder~ In this case the standing 
wave ratio is better than 0.95 over the sound and vision frequency bands. 
The characteristic of the sOUl1d feeder over the vision frequency band was ~ 
considered important at this stage, as it controls the ov~rall reflection • 
coefficient of this feeder to the Vision signals reflected from the aerial. 

Th~ original intention, later abanclonod, was to include ,8. filter at 
the mast base to absorb vision energy tran:;,ferred ,to 1ihc sound feeder, In 
order to absorb this enorgy, it was necessary to match the s01L."ld fe~der over 
the vision frequency band. . 

The mean conductance of the innut [';'Omittance is sufficiently well 
matched to the sound transmitter dummy load for transmitter adjustment. 

6 Insortion loss moasure:nents -- ... 

Interaction be~veen the sound and 'vision signals may degrade the 
transmissions in three w~s:-

I 

a) by intermoctulation between transmitters. 

b) by generation of sum and difference frequencies. 

c) by" ghcf:! t images" • 

. The extent of the interaction betvl0en the two signals is detErmined by 
the reflection coefficient of the separate halves of th~ aerial system as a 
function of frequency, and these values are obtained from the me8.sured aerial 
input admittances. Ls a check the insertion loss was measured directly on 
low power at the follOwing positions:-

a) Diplexer input fl~mge3. 

b) Bet'~en the sound and vision fee rlers in their respective 
transmitter cubicles. 
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A further oheck was made by correc'bly tenninating one feeder near 
the transmitter and measuring the power absorbed in the termination with 
the other ,tra.nsmitter operating. Comparison with the figures derived 
from the aerialimpedanco measurements indicated consistency of the latter 
to within .t 1%. 

Fig.8 shQws the insertion loss characteristic measured between the 
sound and vision feeders. in their respective 'transmitter cubicles, 

The low power insertion loss ~ests v~re repeated to investigate the 
effect of the application of dipole heating on the. aer~ impedance, as it 
was cons;ldered possible for slight distortions in·the radiating elements 
to modify the aerial imped~~ce. An extremely sensitive method capable of 
detecting variations of the order of 0.05% in the aerial impedance is 
available by measuring the insertion loss at the vision carrier frequency 
with the heatmvi tched on 8nd off, Negligible variations were observed. 

7. Power and intermodulation tests - ........ 
i 

7,1~ Power tests 

The sound an(l .. vision trensmi tters wore connected to the aerial 
consecutively on full power, a.'"ld aftc:vvards copcurrently. The sound 
transmitter was adjusted to radiate 12 xli 10070 modulated, and the vision 
transmitter 40 ~N unmodulated. In the first'instance, after a half-hourly 
period, both transmitters were switched off and the aerial' and feeder 
systems examined for local heating, particularly in the vicinity of short 
circuited st~bs. No detectable t~~perature rises were noted on any 
component. , 

Power was subsequently applied to the aerial and feeder sy.stems for 
considerabJ e periods vd thout any adverse ef'feats and no difficulties due 

, to the aerial system have occurred since :the station became operational. 

7.2. Intermodulation tes~ 

A ~eries of tests was carried 0ut 'under typical service conditions 
to det.ect the magnitude of a."1.y degracling effects caused by interaction of 
the sound and vision signals •. Both tr~~3mitters were adjusted to radiate 
normal powers under varying modulation conditioI1S, and tests carried out. 
at two typical receiving sites. 

For the first test the viewing room at the BBC studios in central 
Birmingham Was used, and a Murphy Vl18 television receiver and a 
Halli~rafter 327 receiver were used in carrying out 6bservations" 
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Direot orosst£lk from the vision signals to the sound oarrier'wns inaudible 
on both reoeivers. There was, however, just 'audible crosstalk from the 
sound transmitter on the vision oarrier, with the former modulated 100% ' 
with 1000 o/s, and the vision carrier unmodulated, the level being comparable 
with-nois~ amplitudes; no crosstalk was, however, visible on the television 
soreen. It was impossible at this site to oarry out any definite tests 
on transmitted ghost images on aocount of the serious multipath ~efleotions 
associated. with the particularly unfavourable site. 

,The'tests wore repeated at the seconcl site, whioh was comparatively 
free from multipath effeots, using the same equipment. Tests for ghost 
images were carried out with the vis~on transmitter radiating normal, power 
and moc.ulated with a variety of test carcl patterns. ,To investigate ~he 
cause of any transmitted ghosts the sound feeder was disconnected from the 
transmitter and terminated in either a short circuit, open Circuit, or in 
a matched load; finally the sound feeder was reconnected and the trans- _ 
mitter switohed, on and off. These alternative terminating conditions ~ 
Cause variations in the phase and amplitude of the reflected vision signals 
relative to the main radiated picture. The teL~vision receiver ~ 
adjusted to the most sensitive conditions for these tests, i.e. low picture 
brightness, (a condition far from t,ypical of normal operation). Again it 
Was found impossible to distinguish conolusively between ghost effects in 
the radiated picture and those due ,to local multipatl1 reflections. It was, 
however, possible ,to detect slieht variations in one of the ghost images 
when the sound, feeder termination was ohanged from a matched load ~o a short 
oircuit. The result oil these tests was somewhat inconclusive, but it Was 
d.ecided that the radiated ghost image would probably be inoonspicuous under 
normal conditions, and that it appeared to be unnecessary-to install either 
the sound notch or the Vision trap filters. 

It should be mentioned here that over the vision frequency band, the 
sound transmit~er will form a substantially reaotive termination to the 
feeder seen from the aerial. '.kny change in the sound line termination ' 
(apart from a matched load) merely alters the phase of the reflected signal,' 
and not the amplitude. :Moreover, due to the form of the aerial system used, _ 
the relative phase of the normal and ghost images will be different in ., 
different directions from the transmitter. This means, therefore, that a 
ghost image, due to reflection in the sound feeder, observed at a given site 
with an arbitrary termination of the sound line, will be observed with the 
sound transmitter connected in some horizontal directions from the aerial. 
For this reason, a series of observations was carried out after the station 
was put into service, ' 

The eight sites chosen for these tests' were open and apparently free 
'from local reflections, in regions of high field Strength and in different 
directions from the aerial. ~t each site, test transmissio~ comprising 
a black cross on a white background Vlere used in addition to norntal 
programme. 'With the receiver normally adjusted, the Vision transmitter 
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radiating the test picture and the sound transmitter operating normally, 
it was impossible to detect ghost images either vdth the test pattern or 
programme. These observations confirmed the conclusion from the earlier, 
lesscamprehensive tests,that the vision trap filter was unnecessary. 

By operating the receiver with low picture brightness, the most 
sensitive condition for observations of tb~kind, it was possible to 
distinguish the ghost images 'at each site. These were identified as being 
radiated from the aerial by changing the sound feeder termination at the 
transmi tter and noting the marked- changes in the ghost image. The 
amplitude of the latter appeared to vary with site position, but this may 
be associated vdth the variation in relative phase of the normal and ghost 
images, 

8 Routine checks 

The electrical characteristics of the aerial and feeder systems 
have been checked at frequent intervals following completion of the 
installation, to investigate possible variations with weather conditions. 
Even when severe gales caused vibrE'.tion of the mast no general deteriorations 
have been measured, and 0.1 thcugh some changes have been noted in violent ' 
wind .conditions, the magnitude has beon negligible. 

9 Ohoice and development of thc aerial system ... a review 

In this final report, it is worth while revieNing the history of the 
Sutton Coldfield aerial in order to guide future policy. 

The decision on the type of aerial to be used at Sutton Coldfield 
was taken in January 194-8'. It was realised at the time that insufficient 
work had bee~ done to decide on the full possibilities of an aerial of this 
type. Nevertheless, a decision had to be made, at this early date in order 
.to meet the target date for the completion of the station. Jlccordingly, 
it was decided n)t ,to be too ambitious as regards aerial gain, but to 
concentrate on obtaining a good bandwidth and uniform coverage in all 
directions. A two~stack ring aerial having a gain of approximately 4- db 
over a single vertical dipole was eventually adopted, capable of radiating 
simultaneously both sound and vision signals. ' 

, With the limitation of power Gain accepted, the aerial has fulfilled, 
and in some respects exceeded, c1~ectations. The electrical p~rfor.mance is 
extremely good, and the mechanical construction is also considered 
satisfactory. Some changes m~ be made at future stations, but these will 
probably be of a comparatively minor nature A 
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The method of combining the sound a,xld Yisi.on si271o.ls using a 
cliplexer, was the sugGostion of the il.orial Contra.ctor; this proposal 
was welcomed qy the BBC, first because it appeared technically elegant, 
und secondJy,because it was thought to be cheaper and quicker to achieve 
than a fil~er type of combininG circuit. A fuller understanding of the 
limita~ions of the diplexer in practice, make it doubtful whether this 
precedent will be followed at fut"re stations.. It se.ems. possible that 
a sound/vision combining unit at the base of the mast with a single 
feeder is to be preferred to a diplexer at the top of the mast ,~th ~vo 
feeders. Both schames can, however, be made technically satisfactory, 
and the deci.sion as to which to use is therefore a matter of cost. 

The only regret thD.t those responsible for the aerial design may 
feel is that the power gain is not hiGher. To increase the gain by even 
3 db would involve a considerable increase in mechanical complexity and 
a further development period. It has accordinGly been decided that, in e 
view of the proposed rapi(l e~cpanbion of the television scrvi9€l, the type 

. of aerial system used at Sutton Coldfield will also be installed at the 
other high power stations • 

. In this final report, it should be recorded that the successful 
outcome of this project has been due in no snaIl part to the excellent 
co-operation maintained be~veen the .Aerial Contractor, Marconi's Wireless 
Telegraph Co.Ltd., end the BBC during the whole of the development of the 
aerial system .. 

DS. 
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FIG~6·-
ADMITTANCE-FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC OF VISION FEEDER & 

AERIAL AT VESTIGIAL SIDE- BAND FILTER OUTPUT. 
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FIG.7. 
'ADM1TTANCE-FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC OF SOUND 

FEEDER & AERIAL AT SOUND TRANSMITTE R. " 
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